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rate this:

WHY COWGIRLS WEAR
HIGH-HEELED BOOTS
It is not often that we take the time to contemplate the
mechanical, environmental, and functional reasons
that drive the designs of our footwear and gait
systems. When we ponder the cowgirl question, the
most common immediate response is that the boots’
elevated heels prevent the cowgirl from slipping
through the stirrup of her horse’s saddle. But there is
more to the story.
BY STEVEN KING, DPM, C.PED

NOTE: PFA is proud to publish articles describing cutting edge concepts and research.
The opinions and statements in the following article are those of the author. PFA does
not endorse this product, nor have we substantiated the claims. This is intended for the
consideration and discussion of our readers.
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Potential energy levels are changed by
elevating the rearfoot and the heel, which
creates a declining plane for the foot to interact
with the ground. The heel of the foot starts
from a position of higher potential energy,
the forefront falls the height difference (most
current footwear uses a 10mm drop or from
22mm rearfoot to 12mm forefoot), which could
increase gait velocity over a shorter distance
during only forward motion. It would have the
inverse properties of an incline plane simple
machine, or ramp/wedge.
This article delves into the mechanical use

of the simple machines into our gait systems,
such as shoes, orthoses, braces, prostheses, and
exoskeletons, and discusses the benefits that
advanced-composite spring-lever orthoses may
offer.

The Great Shoe Design Debate
There has been an interesting debate on
whether we should try to influence body-ground
contact during gait (minimalism or barefoot
movement). The concept of minimalism versus
elevated heels in running shoes and some
combat boots has been a circular argument,
with neither side having significant evidence
for higher performance and lower injury rates.
Neither system can currently claim to be
significantly better at enhancing gait efficiency,
stability, and physical protection of the user.
However, some shoes and boots have been
safety tested and surpassed the standards set
by organizations such as the American Society
of Testing Materials (F13 Footwear Safety and
Traction Committee) and SATRA standards in
the EU. These types of standardized tests do
not currently exist to prove to the user of the
biomechanical claims of footwear sellers.

The concept of minimalism versus elevated
heels in running shoes and some combat
boots has been a circular argument, with
neither side having significant evidence for
higher performance and lower injury rates.
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Thinking deeper into why the cowgirl and
logger wear similar footwear designs, we note
that both work in occupations where they must
stand facing uphill or must walk uphill (up an
incline plane) for long periods of time. This
places a lot of stress on the lower leg flexors
and Achilles tendons. The footwear of these
occupations have been modified by adding an
elevated heel for a more comfortable and stable
surface interface. Similarly, ballroom dancers
and cross-country telemark skiers perform with
“high-heeled” equipment.

are paramount to natural land-based motion.
We propose the following movement science
applications and solutions, where mechanical
principles provide the baseline for effecting
movement out of such motion planning.
The governing mechanical principles of the
dynamic advanced-composite spring-lever
orthosis are illustrated in Figures 1-3. As the
orthosis approaches the ground at angle theta
(Figure 1), the rear leaf spring (point F) bends
and loads from the force of the heel at ground
contact (point G), thus reducing peak impulse.
The bent spring retains stored potential energy.
Plantar flexing of the forefoot creates lever
movement M, which lifts the rear foot-heel with
mechanical advantage. The force exerted on
the proximal end of the spring plate (as with a
cantilever beam) can be expressed as:
figure.1

F = (h3 w E d)/4L3

The running shoe industry has been making
shoes with foam midsoles that create an
elevated heel (a single simple machine) since
the 1960s. It is a single simple machine based
on foam materials with “lossy impedance,” such
as walking on soft sand or snow.

Where w and h are, respectively, the width and
height of the spring plate, L is the length of the
spring plate from the dorsal heel pivot to the
proximal end, d is the deflection, and E is the
tensile modulus.
Point P is supported by normal reactive forces
at G-1 and G-2 (Figure 2), causing bending

The use of levers, another form of simple
machine, has also been adopted in various gait
capacities and will be more fully utilized in
future gait systems.
What if we advocate influencing body-ground
contact (maximalism movement) by adding
more simple machines and advanced materials
into our gait systems (beyond a single declining
plane and blown foams) and connect them
in a closed kinetic chain, then build them
with energy-storing and protective dynamic
advanced-composite materials?

A New Spring-Lever Simple Machine
Orthosis Design
Creating dynamic walking systems based on
simple machines, orthotic design principles

figure.2
in the spring plate while creating increases of
stiffness at the ball of the foot where most of
the gait energy is lost. The potential force stored
in the spring plate at this phase of the cycle is
given by:
F = (h3 4 w E d)/L3
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Manipulating the dimensions of the spring
plate, the relative location of the pivots, and the
material properties of the composite plate, the
dynamics of the spring and lever orthosis can be
varied over a wide range. For example, a small
decrease in the distance between pivots results
in a large increase in the lever force exerted to
lift the heel.
The carbon fiber composite spring plate and
foot cradle are lightweight, puncture- and blastresistant, and offer high levels of flame and heat
resistance. The orthosis provides a significant
stability and weight advantage as compared with
conventional boots having standard rubber and
polyurethane mid- and outsoles.

1. Incline plane at heel contact
2. Lever at midstance
3. Decline plane at late midstance
4. Long lever at toe-off.
Each simple machine increases dynamic
efficiency and stability of gait.

Advanced Materials, Biomechanical, and
Medical Claims
Advanced composites (e.g., carbon fiber, Kevlar,
fiberglass) with advanced resin systems can be
designed to increase puncture resistance, blast
resistance, heat resistance, electrical resistance,
or conductivity. Their strength-to-weight ratio is
very high. Recyclable composites and biobased
composite materials are becoming more durable
and financially accessible.
Following are the intended biomechanical
results of the advanced-composite spring-lever
orthoses.

figure.3
The boot housing upper adds mechanical
advantage within the system. Due to the rigidity
of the spring and cradle design, leverage is
a key component in efficiency and energy
conservation. As an example, the configuration
shown in Figure 3 provides a possible 2:1
mechanical advantage when force is exerted on
the upper ankle support of the boot at point P.
Thus, if a 25-kg force is exerted onto the boot
upper, a maximal 50-kg force is available at
the distal spring plate and toes. This allows the
orthosis to be advantageous for all dynamic gait
applications.
The orthotic device utilizes four simple
machines in a closed kinetic chain:
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1. Energy efficiency is increased during gait
while utilizing spring and cantilever orthoses.
Energy from impact is stored in the spring
plate and is used to assist heel lift. Energy
from the plantar flexing forefoot over a
pivot creates a simple lever and mechanical
advantage to assist heel lift. Energy from the
dorsiflexion of the spring plate at the end of
the cradle (MPJ/MTJ) assists thrust at toeoff. Increased energy efficiency will decrease
water and caloric demands.
2. Stability is increased due to more
effective foot-ground contact (greater force
over a greater area). The force from gait
is transferred to be more proximal (heel)
and distal (past the toes). The rigidity of
composites allows for stability of the forefoot
over uneven terrain.
3. Shearing forces are decreased. This occurs
when the pressure of the foot is transferred

distally along the spring plate. Shearing
rotational force is transferred from the foot to
the distal spring plate’s ground location.
4. Force amplifier effects are increased. The
strength to push foot pedals (e.g., gas pedals)
is increased. There also is an increased ability
to maneuver over objects by a rolling motion
(e.g., traversing rocky terrain).
Following are the intended medical results of
using the orthosis described above.
1. Reduction of impact diseases. Decreasing
peak impulse and the amplitude of the shock
wave or longitudinal wave up the kinetic
chain will reduce the onset and effects of
body pathologies aggravated by high ground
contact forces.
2. Reduction of diabetic and neuropathic
pedal pathologies. Decreasing the shearing
forces on the forefoot with leverage will
reduce the onset and effects of ulcers and
shear related wounds.
3. Increased mobility. Utilizing the dynamic
spring-lever orthotic devices in conjunction
with ankle-foot orthoses, prostheses, DARPA’s
Warrior Web Systems, and robotics will
increase the effective force to ambulate,
making the ordinarily ambled into the
extraordinarily ambled.

Conclusion
Now that we can understand the mechanical
reasons for an elevated cowgirl boot, perhaps we
can answer the even more fascinating follow-up
question of: Why do cowboys wear high-heel
boots? The most common first answer would
be for the vanity reasons of accentuating their
buttocks and chests and for making their feet
look smaller and body look taller while wearing
their 10-gallon hats.
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But why do they wear 10-gallon hats?
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